BUYBACK PROGRAM

Recycling polystyrene, polypropylene and polyethylene
is not only the responsible thing to do, it can also be
profitable. Demand Products will connect you with
companies that will buy processed material and pick it up from your location. That
means no more shipping costs to haul off foam waste, and no more
foam scrap heading to a landfill! A win-win for everyone considered.
EPS foam can be reduced as much as 98% from its original volume.
Manufacturers will utilize the recycled material to produce a variety of
end products such as picture frames, sun glasses, computer housings,
tennis shoes and more. Call today for more information.

SHOWROOM
DEMONSTRATION
AND TESTING

Demand Products is the only company
to offer a showroom where you can
see a variety of machines in action
before making a buying decision. We offer the Badger™, Cutlas™, Wintech™ and Megaplot™
equipment lines to address all your foam management needs. If you ship a sample of the
material you work with, we can arrange for a demonstration while you’re on site.
Call today to schedule your visit.

1055 Nine North Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30004
Tel: 770.772.7448 | Fax: 770.772.4618 | 800.325.7540
www.demandproducts.com | sales@demandproducts.com

POLYURETHANE

BUYBACK

Solutions for Recycling Flexible Foams
GRANULATORS / SHREDDERS
Badger™ granulators / shredders are ruggedly built to international standards,
to handle a wide variety of materials including most soft and rigid foams.
They also process bulky blow molded parts, thermoformed web and cut-sheet
products, extruded sheet and film, plus the full gamut of post-consumer plastics
for recycling operations.

DPC1620
Additional
Models
Available

SOLUTIONS FOR FOAM WASTE MANAGEMENT

BALERS
Badger™ foam balers have been engineered
specifically for the unique challenges of flexible
foam. What works on cardboard or plastics just
won’t handle foam. So we took a different approach,
and designed these balers specifically to tame the
toughest foam materials from the ground up.
DPMP60F
DPHCE4860F
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Badger™ Densifiers, Compactors, Grinders, Granulators and Shredders are
today’s best solutions for foam waste management.

TRANSFORM WASTE PILES
INTO PROFITABLE BRICKS

FB285
and
FB585

COLD COMPACTORS
Badger™ EPS Compactors reduce the size of expanded
polystyrene foam for easier transportation. They are widely
used in food processing plants, electronics factories,
supermarkets and other manufacturing facilities.

GRINDER - STORAGE HOPPER - DENSIFIER
All In One

Badger™ FB Series systems are designed to fit a range of recycling needs
based on a customer‘s processing requirement of scrap foam. The two
production units are ideal for factories and manufacturing facilities. They
feature an input feed rate of up to 1200 lbs of foam per hour.

FD335
Foam Densifier

POLYETHYLENE

Demand Products is an expert in foam and an innovator in the foam
industry. We have developed several new technologies that will fit your
company’s budget and foam recycling needs. Our free ROI analysis can
help you determine the best fit.

FD15 and FD25
Foam Densifier

Badger™ Densifiers will reduce expanded
polystyrene, polypropylene and polyethylene
by up to 98% of its original form. Our Densifiers
will pay for themselves in a short amount of
time by keeping your scrap foam out of the
waste stream and turning it into marketable
bricks. Heat densification will not work with
polyurethane.

POLYSTYRENE

Scrap EPS foam is costing companies millions of dollars in waste management
fees each year. It’s a burden on the ecosystem - landfills, transportation, fuel
costs and man hours. The solution is Foam Recycling.

POLYPROPYLENE

RECYCLING IS NOT A BUZZ WORD.
RECYCLING IS A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

HEAT DENSIFIERS

FD2000 & FD3000
Foam Compactor

What’s great about EPS Foam - it’s
100% recyclable and profitable. You
can make everything from surfboards
to picture frames from recycled foam.

FG180
Foam Grinder

GRINDERS
Badger™ Grinders reduce the volume of
polystyrene foam for easier transportation.
They break up EPS foam boxes, EPS
sheets, EPP blocks, and XPS foam board
to make small flakes. Grinders are great
for waste reduction as flakes require
less storage volume and facilitate further
processing by densification or compaction.

The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and may
not be an exact representation of the product.
Demand Products reserves the right to change product images and
specifications at any time without notice.
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